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BUTTERFLIES IN GENERAL.
Various species just risen and bursting from their chrysalidan shrouds, mount
towards the skies or repose upon everlasting flowers.
The lowest Butterfly to the left is the Peacock, Vanessa Io, that above is the
Common Copper, Lyceena Phheas, the next above is the Common Blue,

Polyommatus Alexis, and that to the left is the same, showing its
under-wing painting. Above these, upon the sprig of flowers, is the lady
of the Woods, Anthocharis Cardamines, and over this to the right is the
Brimstone, Gonepteryx Rhamni, having the Hair -Streak Purple, Thecla
Quercus, to the left and the Silver-washed Fritillary, Argynnis Paphia ,
above. In the centre is the beautiful Swallow-Tail, Papilio Machaon,
to the right below is the Ked Admiral, Vanessa Atalanta ; perched
above, showing its under-wing, is the small Garden White, Pontia Rapce;
over that, a little to the left, is the Meadow Brown, Hipparchia Janira ,
and uppermost upon the flowers is the Common Copper, Lycaina Phlaias
exhibiting its under-wing. Suspended to the branches beneath are
numerous chrysalides, one of which exhibits the small Tortoise-shell
Butterfly recently emerged.
To the symbolic meaning of this picture it is scarcely needful to point, for in
the Book of Nature, so truly described to be a Book of Emblems, the
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history of the fugacious Butterfly, as typifying the flight of the immor¬
tal soul, stands foremost for clearness, for exactitude, for beauty, and for
solemn import.

.
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So issue

forth the Seasons.

First we have Winter in his merriest mood, represented by the Cricket,
bedecked with Christmas holly, and alive with fun and jollity. By his
right hand he holds the Brimstone Butterfly, emblem of Spring , prim¬
rose of papilions in habits and in hue. Beneath, the jocund Grasshopper
linked to the above by a venial wreath, figures the bright Summer
and in the glowing Peacock Butterfly, rich in her velvet train as
the autumnal flowers she frequents, we welcome Autumn , bearing the
ripe sheaf and presenting her merry associate with the fruit of the vine.

jjanuarn.
1. TEE CRICKET. INTRODUCTORY.

Page.

The House Cricket, Acheta domestica, gaining access to the milk-jug by a
sprig of holly .
Episodes, then, they shall

he

3

called.

Symbolic portrait of the author in his character of the Cricket, Acheta do¬
11
mestica, selecting a title for his lucubrations .

2. TEE POINTS OF OUR BOBBY .
The Cricket mounted on the back of a magnified May-Fly, Ephemera vul-

gata , in search of entomologicalsubjects .

12

To the end of time this will carry us.

Emblems of riches, rank, and the pomps and vanities of life outweighed in
the balance by the author’s hobby of Entomology under the figure
31
of a May-Fly .
3. FLIES IN WINTER, AND A FLY LEAF.
A magnified representation of the House Fly, Musca domestica, crawling up
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a volume in the natural-history library.

To the left is a highly

magnified figure of the foot, and in the centre are the larva and pupa of

another species much resembling it, abundant in its imperfect stages
between the membranes of dock leaves .
32
Try Lightness,friend Poet .

A leaf of the Poet’s epic failure, exposed to the critical scrutiny of a fly on its
return to the author from a butter-shop .
55
4. THE GNAT.—A LIFE OF EVOYANCY.
Transformation of the common Gnat, Oulex pipiens, the eggs united in a
boat-like form; the aquatic larva suspended, head downwards; the
pupa with head upwards; and, last stage of all, the pupa with the
winged gnat emerging from it .
56
Let us strive to Iceep up our buoyancy.
The buoyant Gnat Pupa, and the winged Gnat which half flies, half walks
upon the water, figuring the light spirits which dance upon the stream
of

life, and are unsubmerged by the missiles

of

care .

73

5. THE WOOD ANT AND THE APHIDES .
Aphides of the Oak.

Two of the large brown Aphis quercus, with their
curious suckers, and another species of the oak with the wood Ant,
Formica rufa, in search of honey-dew,—magnified .
74
No one took notice of our poor dripping traveller.

The luxuriant and well-fed Aphis, in fashionable attire and sheltered from

the storm by her acorn-cup parasol, passes disdainfully by the starving
but industrious Ant, seated unsheltered, naked, and solitary, on a
toad-stool .
. .
92
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6. LIFE IN DEATH.
The Tortoise-shell Butterfly, Vanessa Vrticce. Suspended beneath the parapet
of the wall is the chrysalis of the Cabbage Butterfly, Pontia Brassiere.
Above is the hairy caterpillar of the Tiger Moth, Arctia caja.

right are three caterpillars

of the Magpie

To the
Moth, Abraxas grossulariata ,
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attached, as if frozen, to the branches. On the lower stems arc the
cocoon of a Saw Fly, Trichiosomalucorum, and an old cocoon of the
Vapourer Moth, Orgyia antiqua, employed as a winter bed for her eggs.
Encircling a twig above the Butterfly is a bracelet-like cluster of the
eggs of the Lackey Moth, Clisiocampa neustria .
92
In the apparent death of winter.
The author, Acheta domestica, in his propensity for burrowing among the
hidden secrets of nature, exploresa catacomb of the chrysalides of Moths
and Butterflies, with the view of detecting life amidst frost, and snow,
and torpor

.

107

7. A MILITARY EXPEDITION —BATTLE OF THE AMAZONS.
An assemblage of two species of Ants, Formica rufa and cunicularia, illus¬
trating the mode in which the former attacks the latter, and seizes its
larvra and pupae. In the foreground is an instance, not uncommon m
insects, of an individual retaining its vitality after the loss of its body,
and above are a winged male and female of the same species . . . 108
How flows the tide of battle ?
Ant Amazons, chieftains of Rufia, hand to hand with the citizens of Fusca,
fighting for the rape and rescue of infant subjects to be converted by the
aggressors into slaves .
125

8. INSECT AERONAUTS—SPIDERS .
On the left, suspended by its line, is the common Garden Spider, Epeira diadema ; beneath it is the Labyrinthic Spider, Agelena labgrinthica, at the

mouth of its hollow snare; and on the leaf adjoining is the green
Long-bodied Spider, Tetragnatha extensa. The rotund species to
the right, and the traveller by the cable bridge, are spinners of
geometric webs, of which a small one with its minute artificer,
Theridion, is represented as often seen constructed within the leaf of a
nettle. The little urn-shaped body on a leaf near the ccutre is a nest
of peculiar form guarded by its ingenious weaver
.
126
All seem bent upon ascension.
A spider aeronaut ascending in his gossamer balloon .
9. THE FRESH- WATER SIREN.
The Great Water Beetle, Dytiscus marginalise and the .Diving Water Spider,

139
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Argyroneta aquatica, allegorically typified above, by an armour clad
140
Knight and an aquatic nymph .
Her mail-clad opponent

his

falchion plied .

The Syren of the Poem, hideous above water, beauteous beneath it, changes
under her adversary’s thrust into the "Water Spider, whose habits the tale
is intended to illustrate. Her Knightly foe finds his insect prototype in

the Water Beetle .

153
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10. USES OF INSECTS.
Transformation of the Silk-worm, Bornbyx Mori, Eggs, Caterpillar, Cocoon,
154
and Male and Female Moths on the mulberry .
The Locmt after its kind.
of the culinary art, anticipating the time when Pates de Sauterelles
will be considered as great a luxury among the Epicures of our own
country, as the locust is in the present day among certain inhabitants
171
of Syria, Arabia, Persia, Ethiopia, Egypt, and Barbary .

A professor

11. ON APHIDES .
On the rose-buds are numerous Aphides, A. Roste, of the natural size; in the
foreground are individuals of the same, winged and wingless, magnified.
In the midst of some small Aphides on a leaf is the leach-like grub of a

Scava Pyrastri , thinning their numbers, and to the right is a winged
Fly, the mature condition of the same. Another species of the genus,
Saeva lalteata , is seen above in different positions on the wing.
To the left on a branch of elder, are individuals of the Elder Aphis,
A. Sambucaria, beneath which is a magnified representation of the same
attended by a Brown Ant, Formica bmnnea, procuring a supply of
honey-dew .

172

The Larva wolf in the Aphis flock.
The part of a wolf in sheep’s clothing performed by the larva of a Lace-wing
Fly, Chrysopa perla , as it makes havoc among a flock of wool-coated
Apple Aphides, Eriosoma lanigerum, under cover of their empty skins . 189

12. INSECT SENSES.
In the centre is the large green Caterpillar of a Moth, feeding on rose petals;
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to the left the Red-tailed or Lapidary Humble Bee, Bombus lapidarius , revelling in pollen, and to the right is the small Cabbage But¬
terfly, Pontia Rapes; in the suspended case of spirally-rolled leaves is
a smaller Caterpillar, and above are two long-horned Japan Moths, Adela
Be Geerella, communicating by antennal language .
190
The passions are expressed by sounds.

A sentimental Grasshopper performing his moonlight serenade, whilst his
ladye love directs her listening antennae to the quarter whence the
strains proceed. The light guitar furnished to the amative Gryllus by
Fancy, ranks not more properly as an instrument of music, than does
that organ of sweet sounds, the gift of nature, which he plays on at
nature’s bidding .
213
13. A DEFENCE OF WASPS.
In the centre is the common Humble Bee, Bombus terrestris , collecting pol¬
len from the Palm "Willow; to the right is a large female Wasp, Vespa
vulgaris, a winter survivor and foundress of a new colony, rasping wood
as material for her nest, and to the left is another individual of the
same, in flight, descending to the bank in which she has formed her
burrow .
.
214
A widowed winter-survivor.
Portrait of a notable insect character, a widowed Wasp, one of the few forlorn
winter-survivors ofa populous summer colony, and the destined foundress
of a future spring settlement, weeping over the remains of a defunct
partner, deposited in an acorn-shell .
231
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14. THE ROYAL REFORM,—BEES AS A BODY POLITIC.
Two workers and a Drone of the domestic Bee, Apis mellijica, gathering
honey from the nectar-yielding Broom and Wild Thyme, with the
Queen Bee above and in the distance, as conductor of a swarm . , 232
The aged Professor of the Mesmeric art .

A youthful Queen-Bee under the benevolising operation of a mesmerising
Nurse-worker of her race, a practitioner in Phreno-magnetism:—an
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allegory of the curious process of conversion in Bee Queen-making,
discovered by Schirach in his ‘la Reine des Abeilles’ .
26S
15. MOTHS AS DESTRUCTIVES.
Ou the left side of the vignette is the Lackey Moth, Clisiocampa neustria ,
on the right the Gold Tail Moth, Forthesia chrysorrhoea, beneath each
of which are their respective Caterpillars, and in the centre is an Oak
leaf with a file of infant Caterpillars of the latter species engaged
in stripping it of its verdure. Over this hang suspended numerous chry¬
salides of the black and yellow Ermine Moth, Yponomeuta padella , and
above all, in flight, is the small Green Oak Moth,'Tortrix viridana, with
its Caterpillar engaged in its ravages as a leaf-roller. From one of these
scrolls protrudes the empty shell of its chrysalis, and behind this are the
remains of leaves which it has reduced to skeletons .
264
Two Moths still lingered.

Moths of the Banners of the tale, illustrating by the armorial bearings on the
wings of one, and the equipage on the wings of the other, the two
consuming principles of Pride of Birth and Pride of Show . . . . 283
16. WATER DEVILS.
The central insects, swimming on their backs are examples of the Water

Boatmen, Notonecta glauca , the nearer one being attacked by the little
Whirlwig Beetle, Gyrinus natator , while the other is gliding head
foremost into the extended jaws of the fierce larva of the Water Beetle,
Hydrophilus Caraboides. On the rushes to the right is a Water Scorpion,
Nepa cinerea. In the distance are the linear forms of two Water Mea¬
surers, Hycbrometm stagnorum, and below them is a Water Bug of less
slender growth, Velia currens. The figures above represent the Water
Scorpion and Water Boatman in flight .
284
He rows with infinite speed.

A Boat-Ply punt, with crew of diabolic aspect, queer and cruel, fit passsengers
for Charon’s ferry-boat. The captive of the party with uplifted arms re¬
presents a young and imperfect Water Scorpion, and the shadowy imp
employed in the erection of the flag, exhibits the linear form and piercing
proboscis of the Water-Measurer. In the head of the rower is
depicted that of the aquatic larva of the Dragon-Ply, with face con¬
cealed by a natural mask capable of being depressed or raised, shut or

win
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opened at pleasure. Of the passeugers seated near the prow, one has a
nearly similar visor, whilst the female is invested with the features of the

Boat-Fly,resembling those which form the figure-head

of

the boat .

301

17. BUTTERFLIES IN GENERAL.
vSeated to the

right

of the Dahlia is the beautiful Bed

Admiral Butterfly, Va¬

nessa Atalanta , and to the left the Common Blue, FolyommatusAlexis,

both exhibiting their under-wing painting. The Butterfly descending
towards them is the Common Copper, Lyccena phlceas. For illustrations
of other species treated of in this essay, see the Frontispiece . . .
302
In her hours of supposed privacy.
The Painted-Lady Butterfly, Cynthia Cardui, whose Memoirs deserve a
volume to themselves, if only for the moral they teach,—
" Such mistresses dare never come in rain
“ For fear their colours should be washed away

of equal application to the summer-day flutterer of fashion, and this,
her prototype of the insect world, the Cynthia of the Thistle, upon
which plant she loves to regale as a spiny caterpillar, before putting
on her butterfly attire .
320

